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Preface
The workshop on Foundations of Global Ubiquitous Computing 2004 com-
prises the joint 3rd workshop on the Science for Global Ubiquitous Computing
Grand Challenge and the 3rd EATCS workshop on the Foundations of Global
Computing. The event took place over two days on Friday 3rd and Saturday
4th September 2004 at the Royal Society, London.
The nascent ﬁelds of Global and Ubiquitious Computing continue to gain
momentum and the move to establish a sound foundational basis for these
topics had begun in earnest. As a satellite to the regular Concur conference,
this workshop was ideally placed to draw further interest from the wide range
of experts in concurrency theory.
In addition to presentations of the refereed submissions appearing in this
volume, there were a number of excellent invited and contributed talks from
signiﬁcant researchers in this area. I am very grateful to these people for their
contribution. Full details of the workshop programme can be found at
http://www.informatics.sussex.ac.uk/fgc04/
I am also grateful for the assistance of the program committee in selecting
the papers for presentation. These people were Gerard Boudol, Cedric Four-
net, Robert Harper, Thomas Hildebrandt, Kohei Honda, Davide Sangiorgi,
Roberto Segala, and Stephanie Weirich. Thanks also go to the CONCUR
local organisers at Imperial College, in particular Iain Phillips.
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